
MB&F M.A.D. 
In the heart of Geneva’s old town, the MB&F M.A.D. 
Gallery has opened its doors to a captivating universe 
where Horological Machines and M.A.D. (Mechanical 
Art Devices) are kings.

Every MB&F creation is there. Amongst these, the Horological Machine 
number one (HM1) born from the alliance between the creator – Maximilian 
Büsser – and his friends. The HM4 inspired by the A10 Thunderbolt 
airplane. As well as the first Legacy Machine (LM1) created by Maximilian 
Büsser as if he was born a century ago. Or even the latest “Performance 
Art” pieces called “MoonMachines” in collaboration with the Finnish watch-
maker Stepan Sarpaneva.

The M.A.D. Gallery is an extension of the MB&F concept where one may 
find a variety of machines realized by talented artists. They are all related to 
kinetic art:  linked to mechanics, time and movement.

The walls of the gallery, usually dressed in white bricks, are currently 
covered by a series of eight pictures by Swiss photographer Denis Hayoun, 
who got a privileged access to the Tinguely museum in Basel where he 
created a curtain of light to shoot Tinguely’s sculptures.
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The MB&F M.A.D. Gallery, located 11 Rue Verdaine in Geneva

Lower right : 
Konstantin B. by the Slovenian Nika Zupanc

The Vanhulsteijn bikes by the Dutch designer 
Herman Vanhulsteijn
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The M.A.D. Gallery’s “Mechanical Art Devices” – 
3D mechanical objects with an artistic vocation – 
are intended to be renewed following the heart and 
instinct of Maximilian Büsser and his friends.

You can also discover 
the children’s car 
inspired by the Citroen 
DS and designed by 
the Slovenian artist 
Nika Zupanc; Marc 
Newson’s hourglasses 
by Ikepod; or the music 
box in arched glass by 
Maison Reuge.

You can also find the stunning 
“Machine Lights”: retro-futuristic 
lamps crafted by hand by the 
German artist Frank Buchwald. You 
shouldn’t miss the little aliens and 
transformable metallic sculptures 
signed by the Chinese artist Xia 
Hang or the Applause machines of 
the British alliance Laikingland.

The Applause Machines by the British alliance Laikingland

MB&F Legacy Machine n°1 in white gold

 IKEPOD Hourglasses designed by the Australian Marc Newson

MB&F MoonMachine by the Finnish 
watchmaker Stepan Sarpaneva

« I’m full » Sculpture in steel by the Chinese Xia Hang


